When it comes to race, fear is a common enemy
"My friends have come to me unsought.
The great God gave them to me."
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as pejorative words. Children are rather
more honest; I remember another friend's,
blond, blue-eyed grandchildren staring at us
with wide-eyed innocence and exclaiming,
"I have never, ever seen brown people before!" My friend was embarrassed, but there,
out of the mouths of babes, was the truth.
How do we build bridges and overcome
our differences if we do not first acknowledge the newness of what is happening now
as the world becomes a village? In Malaysia,
race, nationality and religion are an ugly
Molotov cocktail that politicians manipulate
to garner power. It is with deep sadness
in my heart that I see and hear American
politicians and religious leaders do the same.
As first lady Michelle Obama has pointed
out, however, behind racism (and false
religion) is our common enemy - fear.
Henri Nouwen, the Dutch Catholic writer,
wrote that we become neighbors when we
become willing to cross the road for one
another. He also said there is a lot of roadcrossing to do. I recently met an American
soldier, fellow poet and man of faith, Maj. Jay
Yancey, who through his poetry and essays
shows me just how much road-crossing and
bridge-building the American people (yes,
military) are doing in Iraq. We can do the
same, here.
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